ABSTRACT This paper proposes a new data placement policy to allocate data blocks across storage servers of the distributed/parallel file systems, for yielding even block access workload distribution. To this end, we first analyze the history of block access sequence of a specific application and then introduce a k-partition algorithm to divide data blocks into multiple groups, by referring their access frequency. After that, each group has almost the same access workloads, and we can thus distribute these block groups onto storage servers of the distributed file system, to achieve the goal of uniformly assigning data blocks when running the application. In summary, this newly proposed data placement policy can yield not only an even data distribution but also the block data access balance. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme can greatly reduce I/O time and better improve utilization of storage servers when running the database-relevant applications, compared with the commonly used block data placement strategy, i.e., the round-robin placement policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parallel/distributed file systems have been widely adopted as the back-end storage for Big Data applications in high performance computing [1] . As a result, the aggregate transfer rate can be much higher, and overall storage capacity are supposed to be significantly enhanced [2] . In fact, big files are supposed to be divided into many blocks, which are striped over multiple storage servers, to enable these servers processing file data in parallel [24] .
The data layout policy of a distributed/parallel file system, which organizes the physical data layout across storage servers, is a key factor in determining parallel I/O performance [5] . Therefore, preferable data layout policies can result in data locality and workload balance among storage servers, to primarily boost system performance. In general, the distributed/parallel file systems take advantage of the round-robin placement policy [3] , or the uniform-at-random algorithm [4] , to allocate data blocks across the storage servers, for yielding an even distribution of data amount.
On the other side, different from conventional applications, one of the main features of big data applications, such as database applications, is about the tight coupling relationship between data and computation, as computation tasks can be conducted only when the required data are available [3] . In other words, not only task assignment, but also data placement deeply affect the execution of big data applications. In fact, several research work [30] , [31] analyzed how file system performance can be impacted by many factors of workload such as the distribution manners of files, I/O request sizes, and I/O access characteristics. As a conclusion, it is argued that a major issue in this context is to identify where to allocate data blocks and block replicas for these applications, to reach the targets of optimizing disk utilization, reducing network congestion, and improving data throughput [34] .
Therefore, a number of advanced block (file) data placement schemes have been proposed for distributed file systems, by considering various of factors. Specifically, Song et al. [6] introduced a cost model to calculate the overall I/O cost of any given application, to guide choosing an appropriate layout policy for the application. 1 Also, they have presented a server-side adaptive data layout strategy in parallel file systems, for data-intensive applications with non-uniform data access patterns [7] . Gu et al. [3] and Wang et al. [5] have respectively proposed their data placement policies, for minimizing I/O overhead, and thus speeding up the execution of applications. Yuan et al. [11] have explored data access patterns of scientific cloud workflows and then introduced a clustering data placement strategy in distributed file systems, for the purpose of reducing the I/O time of scientific applications. A novel scheme to initially place data blocks across storage nodes of the Hadoop distribution file system (HDFS) has been presented in [12] , for balancing data processing while running MapReduce applications. Similar to [35] , Yazd et al. [13] have presented a flexible block data placement strategy on storage servers in Hadoop-based datacenters, named as Mirrored Data Block Replication, to better cut down the energy utilization of storage servers.
However, these existing schemes may result in a waste of resources on storage nodes, and fail to speed up the execution of applications. The big data workloads associated to the different files, and even to the different parts of the same file might be totally diverse, which lead to varied levels of access frequency to data blocks. As a consequence, a storage server with frequently requested block data may stay busy, but other storage nodes having less frequently accessed block data blocks may keep idle, though both kinds of servers have the same number of data blocks. Eventually, the execution of applications depends on the completion time of the requested I/O services, provided by the busiest storage server.
To address this issue, we propose a novel data placement policy on the basis of access frequency to data blocks, for the purpose of achieving an even access distribution. Firstly, we collect access statistics on all data blocks when running the application. After that, data blocks are evenly divided into multiple groups, by referring their access frequency and access time. At last, different block groups can be allocated onto separated storage nodes. As a result, not merely the block load balance, but also the block access balance across the storage nodes can be ensured. To put it from another angle the storage servers can be well utilized and provisioned, to maximize the performance of big data applications, in the case of running them with multiple cycles. In summary, this paper makes the following two contributions:
• We have performed a detailed theoretical analysis on the history of block accesses belonging to a specific application. Then, we argue that distributing data blocks onto storage servers of distributed file system for yielding data load balance and access load balance, is a NP-complete problem. Regarding this issue, we 1 Note that we intentionally describe some of the most related work here to further motivate our proposal, but a more general survey of related work will be presented in Section II.
have also introduced principles to guarantee achieving approximately optimal solutions to our target problem or similar ones.
• We have proposed the k-partition algorithm to suboptimally classify data blocks into k groups. Consequently, these divided groups will be placed to k storage servers of distributed file system, to balance block access workloads, as well as speed up I/O processing. As a consequence, the execution time of application can be noticeably cut down, and the overall performance of file system can be also enhanced.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses background knowledge and related work on data placement in distributed/parallel file systems. The design and implementation details of the newly proposed scheme of block data distribution are described in Section IV. Section V evaluates the implemented system, and then presents experimental results. At last, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Many efforts have been contributed to decreases in time resulted by I/O operations, through providing flexible data (replica) placement solutions, when executing the target applications.
A. DATA PLACEMENT IN CONVENTIONAL DISTRIBUTED/PARALLEL FILE SYSTEMS
Xie et al. [12] have introduced a novel way to initially allocate data blocks across storage nodes of the Hadoop distribution file system (HDFS), for the purpose of balancing data processing load, according to the computing capacity of each node. Furthermore, they have proposed data reorganization and redistribution algorithms, to adaptively regulate data layout on the basis of data access patterns by considering dynamic data insertions and deletions. Herodotou et al. [26] have introduced a self-tuning system for tuning big data analytic within the Hadoop stack. To reduce the imbalance data placement of write-read workflow in the storage, they have proposed to use a round-robin policy for chunk placement instead of the default random policy.
Co-Hadoop is an extension to the Hadoop distributed file system [15] . It can help the applications to control data placement at the file-system level [16] . To this end, the authors introduced a new file level property called locator, and then modified the default data placement policy of Hadoop to make use of this locator property for neatly placing data.
Song et al. [7] have proposed a strategy that adopts different stripe sizes for different file servers in PVFS [24] , according to the data access characteristics on each individual server. Then, the busy file servers can fully utilize bandwidth to hold more data, and the file servers having limited request service rate can manage less data. Weil et al. [9] proposed CRUSH in Ceph, that is a scalable, pseudorandom data distribution function designed for distributed object-based storage systems. It efficiently maps data objects to storage devices without relying on a central directory.
B. ADAPTIVE DATA PLACEMENT POLICIES
Wang et al. [14] recently argued that keeping physical data distribution and maintaining data blocks should be separated out from the metadata management and conducted by each storage node autonomously, for the purpose of decreasing the memory cost and maintenance cost on the master node. Bhadkamkar et al. [10] described BORG, a self-optimizing layer in the storage stack, which is able to automatically regulate disk data layout for adapting to the disk access patterns of workloads. The basic idea of BORG is to optimize both read and write traffic dynamically through making reads and writes more sequential. Wang et al. [5] have proposed a parallel file system for reducing the I/O time required by remote sensing applications. This file system can adaptively offer application-aware data layout policies, to benefit different data access patterns of remote sensing applications from the server side.
Hsiao et al. [34] have designed an attractive load rebalancing scheme for distributed file systems in Clouds. Because compute nodes may be dynamically upgraded, replaced, and added in the cloud system to bring about data load imbalance, their proposal is able to balance the loads of nodes and decrease the demanded movement cost by using the information on physical network locality and node heterogeneity. Besides, in order to eliminate the imbalance of parallel writes on distributed file systems, Huang et al. [27] proposed Opass, that employs a heatmap for monitoring the I/O state of storage servers, and uses a novel heuristic policy to choose an optimal storage node for serving write requests.
C. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC DATA (FILE) PLACEMENT
Targeting at different application contexts, many researchers have presented their specific schemes for purposely allocating file data. Yuan et al. [11] have explored data access patterns of scientific cloud workflows and then introduced a clustering data placement strategy. In other words, this strategy is able to automatically distribute application data among storage nodes based on data dependencies. Consequently, it can minimize the overhead caused by data movement during the execution of workflows, as well as reduce the time spent waiting for the required data, since relevant data are managed locally.
Agarwal et al. [19] have presented an automated data placement mechanism, named Volley, for geo-distributed cloud services, by taking several factors into account, including WAN bandwidth cost, data center capacity limits, and data inter-dependencies. Similarly, Yu and Pan [33] have proposed a data placement policy to enhance the co-location of associated data and the localized data serving under the premise of ensuring the balance among storage nodes.
Wolf et al. [18] investigated how to conduct a disk placement of Video-on-Demand (VoD) file copies on the servers and the amount of load capacity assigned to each file copy, for minimizing the communication cost while ensuring quality of service of VoD services. In addition, Jin et al. [25] have proposed a joint optimization scheme that simultaneously optimizes virtual machine (VM) placement and network flow routing to maximize energy savings on the host machines.
None of aforementioned approaches, however, focuses on both data load balance and access load balance when placing file data to storage servers of distributed/parallel file system.
III. MOTIVATIONS AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
This section first discusses our motivation to properly allocate data blocks onto storage servers. After that, we perform a detailed analysis on the issue of evenly distributing data blocks, and then demonstrate this problem is NP-hard.
A. MOTIVATING FACTORS
To illustrate the significance of even data placement on storage servers of distributed/parallel file system, we launch a job running on a 12-node cluster to perform analysis on a small scale of TPC-C [21] . The file data are divided into multiple blocks (block size is 64KB), and these blocks are striped with the round-robin manner onto 4 storage servers in the PVFS file system [24] .
There are varied levels of access frequency to the blocks, the access counts to the first 128 data blocks of a file are shown in Figure 1(a) . As presented, the access frequency to data blocks is far from balanced. In other words, a small part of blocks contain the most of desirable data, though a major part of blocks are accessed only once. We argue that this situation causes an imbalanced access workload distribution over the storage nodes during parallel execution. Figure 1(b) further demonstrates the storage servers do have different data throughput, and this imbalance could seriously degrade the execution performance in many sub-dataset analyses. That is to say, the application's I/O time (even its execution time) is determined by the storage server having the heaviest I/O access workloads. In conclusion, properly distributing data blocks onto the storage servers of distributed file system is critical to not only balancing I/O access workloads, but also speeding up the execution of applications. VOLUME 6, 2018
B. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
This section conducts a theoretical analysis on preferably allocating data blocks onto storage servers of distributed/parallel file system, as expected.
To put it from another angle for stating this problem: there is a set of n positive numbers, i.e. a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , which represents block access frequency to n data blocks of B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B n . On the other side, assuming we have k storage servers in total, labeled as S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k . The target is to partition the n positive numbers into k subsets, in which the sum of the elements of subgroups are equal or at least nearly equal, and the number of elements in each subgroup is almost the same. Thus, it indicates we can perfectly distribute n data blocks onto k storage servers of distributed file system, by also considering the access frequency to the blocks.
In order to express this division problem with a mathematics manner we first define a dummy variable of x ij , to indicate whether the data block of B i is distributed onto the storage severs of S j . In the case of the value of x ij is 1, it means the data block of B i is allocate on S j ; otherwise, the data block is not allocated on the server of S j . Next, we define a variable of A j to represent the total access count with respect to the storage server of S j :
The average accessed number of all storage servers can be addressed as the following equation:
Equation 3 defines the total number of blocks mapped onto the storage server of S j .
Consequently, the average block number among all storage servers can be defined as:
At last, we define a variable of N for showing the sum of access counts to all data blocks.
We choose variance to measure the average degree of a set of data, we can transfer the problem to a standard optimization problem: 1, 2 , . . . , n and x ij = 0, 1) (6) where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, to represent the weighing coefficient of balancing access counts and data amount.
According to the general rule, we let λ equal to 0.5, and note that both A and D are constants with a given block access sequence. As a consequence, Equation 6 can be further simplified as Equation 7 . 1, 2, . . . , n and x ij = 0, 1) (7) In the model presented with Equation 7 , the first part of j , it implies all data blocks are supposed to be evenly distributed onto all storage servers. In the case of all D j s are (nearly) equal to D, this part can reach the minimum value to n 2 /k. It is worth to say that we may not achieve the ideal optimal value, because the variable x ij is a 0/1 dummy variable, instead of a continuous variable.
Through aforementioned analysis, we can identify the target problem is a 0-1 quadratic programming problem, which is a typical NP complete hard problem [17] . Therefore, we can understand that the above defined problem is also hard to solve. In order to minimize the time overhead caused by solving this problem, we have proposed a partition algorithm to classify data blocks into many groups, which have almost the same sum of access counts to the in-group blocks. Section IV will depict the details about the proposed partition algorithm.
IV. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Apart from presenting the system architecture, the algorithm used to classify data blocks into multiple groups, and its implementation specifications with the PVFS file system are elaborately described in this section.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Figure 2 demonstrates a comparison overview of the roundrobin placement policy (left side) and the proposed placement policy (right side). Both of them are able to yield an even data amount distribution across storage servers of distributed/parallel file system, but the newly proposed one can achieve the goal of balancing block accesses over the storage servers.
As shown, the commonly used round-robin manner distributes data blocks evenly to the storage servers of distributed file system, regardless of the block access frequency. Consequently, the storage servers having many frequently accessed data blocks may become the bottleneck of the file system, even though some storage servers may stay idle. To overcome this limitation, we have proposed a new scheme to distribute data blocks, by taking the information on block access frequency into account.
In addition to yielding an average block allocation in quantity, we intend to achieve the goal of balanced block access workloads, associating with these storage servers. The basic idea is to divide all data blocks into multiple groups, with accordance to the number of storage servers. More importantly, the number of total accesses to the blocks in a group should be approximately equal to sums of numbers in other groups.
B. k-PARTITION GROUPING ALGORITHM
As discussed in Section III-B, the problem of grouping blocks in average is NP-hard in the ordinary sense [28] . It is not possible to have any polynomial-time solution for such problem [29] . In our application contexts, the selected approximation solution for this problem is based on the firstfit decreasing algorithm, which is often used to generate approximate solutions to similar NP-hard problems.
Regarding a sequence of block access counts belonging to a specific application, the modified first-fit decreasing algorithm is able to evenly divide the numbers (i.e. access counts) in the sequence into multiple (e.g. k) partitions. It first sorts the numbers in a descending order. Next, it distributes the first k numbers (the largest k numbers) across the k subgroups. After that, it iterates over the remaining n−k numbers, and add each number into the subgroup that currently has the lowest sum. Finally, a group of n integer numbers (i.e. n data blocks having varied access counts) can be divided fairly into k subgroups, and the max of the sums of k subgroups is minimal.
Algorithm 1 specifically demonstrates this newly proposed grouping method with a Python style. In fact, this algorithm arranges integers in the list of S that represents access counts to a number of data blocks, into k partitions. This approach defines partition boundaries that divide the integer list of S in roughly equal numbers of elements, and then repeatedly searches for better partition decisions. To put it from another
Algorithm 1 The Equal k-partition Algorithm
Input: S is the list, and k (# of parts); Output: k equal parts of a; angle, we first create a list of indexes to a partition list of partition_between, by using the index on the left of the partition, for representing the start index of the partition. Then it can roughly partition the list of S into equal groups of len(S)/k, but note that the last group may be a different size. Then, for the purpose of determining whether the current partitions are acceptable or not, the algorithm computes the sum differences of partitions, as shown in Lines 21 − 25. At last, the process of partition can be ended when the iterative search reaches the predefined times (i.e. COUNTS) or the maximum differences among partitions is less than predefined threshold (i.e. DIFFS).
The criteria to end the algorithm are important for yielding a good result with complex data, and changing such predefined thresholds is a good way to experiment with getting improved results. Occasionally, we have to adjust the current partitions, when the ending criteria are not met, as presented in Lines 26 − 28 of Algorithm 1.
The basic idea to adjust the partitioning of the worst partition that has the maximum sum, is to move it closer to the ideal size. Algorithm 2 illustrates the details of partitioning adjustment. To be specific, the overall goal is to take the worst partition and adjust its size to make its sum closer to the ideal. In general, if the worst partition is too big, we want to shrink the worst partition by moving one of its ends into the smaller of the two neighboring parts. On the other side, if the worst partition is too small, it is better to grow the partition by expanding the partition towards the larger of the two neighboring parts.
C. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the proposed block data placement algorithm in PVFS2, that is a high performance distributed file system designed for high-bandwidth parallel access to large data files [24] . The current physical distribution mechanism used by PVFS2 is a simple, round-robin striping scheme. The function of distributing data is described with three parameters:
-base: the index of the starting I/O node, with 0 being the first node in the file system. -pcount: the number of I/O servers on which data will be stored. -ssize: strip size, the size of the contiguous chunks stored on I/O servers In fact, the physical block placement is determined once the file is first created. Thus, it is possible to specify the aforementioned three parameters when using the function of pvfs_open() to create the file.
We have modified the implementation of pvfs_open(), to allow flexible block data distribution by a new request scheduler module with the given placement specifications.
As discussed, the algorithm of grouping data blocks can split the blocks into several groups, by referring the history of access frequency to them. So that we are able to finally obtain a block distribution specification, regarding the file accessed by the application. Figure 3 shows an example specification of block distribution, when placing 1021 data blocks to 4 storage nodes in the case of running the target application. As seen, 256 blocks having totally 627 access requests are supposed to be mapped to NODE0, and then the detailed information on these blocks is illustrated in the array of blocks.
Given that a file accessed by the application links against the modified PVFS distributed file system, the block distribution settings are loaded with the relevant application, and the specified settings will guide the process of block distribution when the application tries to open the file.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
This section describes the experimental methodology for evaluating the file system with the newly proposed block placement policy, and then reports the experimental results. First, we describe the experimental setup, including the experimental platform and the selected benchmarks. Next, the experimental results and relevant discussions are presented, to show the feasibility and applicability of our newly proposed mechanism. At last, we make a brief summary about the findings obtained from the evaluation experiments.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) PLATFORM SPECIFICATIONS
We employed one cluster and one local area network (LAN) to conduct evaluation experiments. One active metadata server and five storage servers of the distributed file system are deployed on a 5-node cluster (the metadata server is deployed with a storage server on the same machine). All client file systems are installed on 12 machines of a LAN. Specifically, 12 client file systems are installed on the machines of the LAN that is connected with the server cluster by a 1 GigE Ethernet. Table 1 presents the specifications of machines on the server cluster as well as on the LAN. All clients are equipped with MPICH2-1.4.1. 
2) BENCHMARKS
Since one of the targeted contexts to use the proposed mechanism is the database-related application, we selected the following two widely used, representative database-related benchmarks for conducting evaluation experiments:
-TPC-C, which is a typical online transaction processing (OLTP) benchmark, issued by the Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC) [21] . It consists of simple short-running transactions with frequent updates and less frequent index scans. Specifically, TPC-C reflects an online transaction processing (OLTP) database for an order-entry environment [23] . -TPC-E, which is the most recently standardized OLTP benchmark by TPC, as well. It includes transactions for real-time business intelligence combined with client-side requests [22] Namely, TPC-E models a financial brokerage house, and acts like a typical OLTP and an online analytic processing benchmark [23] . Table 2 summarizes the high-level specification comparisons of the mentioned two database benchmarks. As shown, one remarkable distinction of TPC-E from TPC-C is the majority of the transaction (mix) workloads are ReadOnly (RO), whereas TPC-C has 92.0% Read-Write (RW) transaction (mix) workloads. In addition, there are different types and quantities of read/write requests targeting the tables in the benchmarks. For example, over 90% of the write operations are related to only 8 tables, among 33 tables in TPC-E. 
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
We have evaluated disk-based query processing frameworks by running the selected TPC-C and TPC-E benchmarks, which are update-intensive and read-intensive OLTP/OLAP workloads respectively. We run these two benchmarks, by employing MySQL (version 5.6.10) as the back-end database [20] . All 12 compute nodes perform the same job script, to execute the selected benchmarks. We set each client process repeating 10 times of transaction submissions, for yielding average experimental statistics.
To emulate varied levels of sharing data between client processes running on the compute nodes, we have adopted a similar evaluation method to the one introduced by Yan and Cheung [32] . In the evaluation experiments of running two selected benchmarks, we changed the data set size for each transaction access, to yield varying level of data access frequency. VOLUME 6, 2018 C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
1) TPC-C EVALUATION
For the TPC-C benchmark, we adjusted the data size by setting the number of warehouses from 1 to 32, and the total size of database is around 3 GB. In order to emulate a large amount of transactions, we make each client to issue requests repeatedly. Figure 4 shows performance throughput of running TPC-C with varied number of warehouses, when using the Roundrobin policy, and the proposed k-partition policy for placing data blocks. Specifically, Figures 4 (a) and 4(b) show the results of TPC-C having either payment transactions or new order transactions respectively. Figure 4(c) reports the results of TPC-C with 50% payment transactions and 50% new order transactions. Figure 4 (d) describes the results of TPC-C with a standard mix of five types of transactions, according to the specification. As seen, the newly proposed k-partition data placement policy can yield the best system performance in the metric of transaction per second. In other words, k-partition can improve transaction performance by up to 21.2%. We have also explored the completion time of running the benchmark of TPC-C, that consists of the time required for computation, and the time used for I/O processing. Figure 5 show the analysis on breakdown execution time of executing TPC-C. As we expected, the scheme of k-partition can reduce the time caused by allocating the data blocks, by more than 12.7% in average. The less completion time is resulted by the less I/O time when running the benchmark, because the computing time is same when employing the selected two data placement schemes. 
2) TPC-E EVALUATION
For the TPC-E benchmark, we altered the number of trades in each transaction access. Because the trade update transaction is employed to show the modifications to a set of trades, adjusting the number of trades can correspondingly change the amount of data in the transaction access. Specifically, we changed the number of trades from 1K to 512K (the total number of trades of entire trade table is 576K). Figure 6 shows the results of transaction throughput when running TPC-E. Similar to the results of running TPC-C that were illustrated in Section V-C.1, the newly proposed k-partition based data placement policy outperforms the round-robin scheme. That is to say, our proposal can yield better transaction performance when running the selected benchmarks. Besides, the normalized time required for running the benchmark is recorded, and the relevant data are reported in Figure 7 . As shown, the proposed scheme of k-partition does result in less time needed for processing I/O operations, so that the time required for completing the benchmark is consequently cut down.
3) ACCESS LOAD BALANCE
The main motivation of access frequency-based data placement is to yield uniform I/O processing workloads over storage servers in the distributed file system. Therefore, we have measured the data throughput of storage servers when running the benchmarks, and Figure 8 presents relevant results. In contrast to the default data distribution policy, i.e. Round-robin in the PVFS file system, the newly proposed scheme can noticeably benefit to balancing data throughput over storage servers of distributed file system. Consequently, not only the I/O process time can be decreased, but also the utilization ratio of storage servers can be greatly enhanced.
D. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that the proposed data placement policy can effectively and practically balance access workloads, and then reduce the I/O time for the target benchmarks. We carry out offline block partition, the time overhead to complete partition of data blocks by referring their access counts, is not presented. This is because the offline analysis does not affect the performance of file system, in the case of running the application.
With respect to comparing the proposed block data placement mechanism with the conventionally used round-robin placement policy, we emphasize the following two key observations. First, the proposed data placement policy can yield not only even data distribution, but also uniform data access workloads to the storage servers. Especially, in the case of the applications may have different levels of access frequency to the data blocks during their life cycles. Second, the longest I/O time caused by the storage server having the most access workloads is basically close to the shortest I/O time introduced by the server having the least access workloads. We then conclude that the proposed data placement policy can observably decrease the time overhead required by completing I/O requests when running BigData applications, such as online transaction processing applications.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper proposes a novel block placement policy, which can ensure balanced access workloads with respect to storage servers in distributed/parallel file systems. To this end, we first analyze the history of block access sequence, for calculating the access frequency to the blocks on the storage servers. Then, the k-partition algorithm has been introduced to classify blocks into k groups, which are supposed to be correspondingly distributed to k storage servers. At last, the storage servers are able to process read/write access requests evenly, and there should not be any storage server taking a specific long time to complete the I/O requests of application.
The experiments on database-relevant benchmarks show that proper distribution of data blocks onto storage servers can definitely decrease the I/O time required by applications, as well as balance the I/O workloads to storage nodes. In brief, the proposed access frequency-based data placement policy does facilitate to the cases of the application required to be executed with multiple cycles. Therefore, it is possible to directing data placement on the basis of the block access history in the first cycle(s).
In the future work, we plan to explore more in dynamic data block movement among storage servers, by referring the access frequency to data blocks. Also, improving algorithm scalability is another direction of our future work.
